Rigidity sensing and durotaxis are thought to be important elements in wound healing, tissue formation, and cancer treatment. It has been challenging, however, to study the underlying mechanism due to difficulties in capturing cells during the transient response to a rigidity interface. We have addressed this problem by developing a model experimental system that confines cells to a micropatterned area with a rigidity border. The system consists of a rigid domain of one large adhesive island, adjacent to a soft domain of small adhesive islands grafted on a nonadhesive soft gel. This configuration allowed us to test rigidity sensing away from the cell body during probing and spreading. NIH 3T3 cells responded to the micropatterned rigidity border similarly to cells at a conventional rigidity border, by showing a strong preference for staying on the rigid side. Furthermore, cells used filopodia extensions to probe substrate rigidity at a distance in front of the leading edge and regulated their responses based on the strain of the intervening substrate. Soft substrates inhibited focal adhesion maturation and promoted cell retraction, whereas rigid substrates allowed stable adhesions and cell spreading. Myosin II was required for not only the generation of probing forces but also the retraction in response to soft substrates. We suggest that a myosin II-driven, filopodia-based probing mechanism ahead of the leading edge allows cells to migrate efficiently, by sensing physical characteristics before moving over a substrate to avoid backtracking. rigidity sensing | durotaxis | focal adhesions | myosin II | polyacrylamide
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There has been intense interest in understanding rigidity sensing at the cellular and molecular level. Of particular interest are cellular responses to spatial or temporal changes in rigidity, such as the ability of fibroblasts to migrate preferentially toward stiffer substrates at a rigidity interface known as durotaxis (10) . However, limitations in the experimental system have hampered the understanding of how cells detect and respond to a spatial or temporal transition in substrate rigidity. Most studies on cellular response to substrate rigidity have been performed with cells on a surface of homogeneous rigidity (11) (12) (13) . Whereas some studies have examined cellular responses to changing rigidity, few have focused on the dynamic behavior of how cells probe and respond to temporal or spatial changes in substrate rigidity. One such study, which involved pushing and pulling a deformable substrate by micromanipulation to simulate changes in substrate rigidity, showed that cells extended protrusions and moved toward the direction of increased tension and recoiled from the direction of reduced tension (10) . A more recent study using a similar approach further indicated that durotaxis involved dynamic tugging of adhesions (14) . However, this micromanipulation approach was time and labor intensive.
Alternatively, rigidity responses may be studied by placing migrating cells on engineered substrates with juxtaposed elastic and rigid domains (15) (16) (17) . One study used micropost arrays of different dimensions to create a rigidity border (18) . However, as in the original study of durotaxis, this system still relied on spontaneous, time-consuming migration of cells to the rigidity border, where the cell stays for only a limited period in the actual area of interest. In addition, it was often difficult to create sufficiently soft substrates with microposts. Studies using this, and other approaches, have suggested that the cytoskeleton, specifically actomyosin contractility, is crucial for rigidity sensing during durotaxis (18, 19) , and one recent study with patterned microposts suggested that a traction force imbalance at a rigidity border contributes to durotaxis (20) .
Using an approach that traps cells at a micropatterned rigidity border, we report here a rigidity sensing mechanism based on filopodia extensions that allows cells to probe substrate rigidity ahead of their leading edge. We have previously described a method for micropatterning arrays of micrometer-sized adhesive photoresist islands on the surface of nonadhesive polyacrylamide hydrogels (21) . The study indicated that long range strain, dictated by the rigidity of underlying hydrogels rather than the local rigidity of photoresist islands in direct contact with the cell, determines cellular rigidity responses. Thus, soft substrates may be created using an array of small rigid adhesive islands grafted onto a soft nonadhesive hydrogel, whereas a rigidity border may be generated by juxtaposing such an island array with a large island, each covering half of the spreading area of a cell (Fig. 1A) . In combination, this pattern provides a tool to assess rigidity sensing by trapping cells at a rigidity border, thereby avoiding prolonged recording waiting for the transient localization of cells to the transition region. Another advantage of this system is that the nonadhesive hydrogel that separates the adhesive islands allows the investigation of whether, and how, cells probe material rigidity across a distance beyond their border.
Significance
Mechanical properties of the extracellular environment provide important cues that regulate cell behavior. Understanding this mechanical signaling has become important in disease treatment as well as tissue engineering. To efficiently study cellular responses to rigidity signals, we have created a model system of micropatterned composite material based on the "cell-on-achip" concept. We demonstrate that a migrating fibroblast uses filopodia to probe substrate rigidity, such that it "feels" its way based on the deformability of a material before occupying an area. Myosin II plays a key role in rigidity sensing and responses. This mechanism allows cells to migrate efficiently by avoiding mechanically unfavorable areas without backtracking.
Results

NIH 3T3 Cells Respond to a Micropatterned Rigidity Border on a
Composite Substrate. We have developed a substrate with a rigidity border across a small square region the area of a spread fibroblast, using a previously developed method to create micropatterned composite materials (21, 22) . The micropattern, as shown in Fig.  1A , consists of one large rectangular adhesive island of rigid photoresist, 45.5 × 19.5 μm 2 in area, flanked by two rows of four small square islands of 6.5 × 6.5 μm 2 , grafted on top of a nonadhesive polyacrylamide hydrogel. The pattern was designed so that the overall area was ∼2000 μm 2 , which is within the normal range of spreading for NIH 3T3 cells on rigid adhesive substrates. Therefore, under normal conditions, we expect the cell to cover the overall square area without experiencing a serious constraint.
Our previous study using this composite system indicated that the deformation of soft hydrogels between islands should lead cells to interpret the region occupied by small islands as being soft, whereas the large island provides an adjacent rigid domain of a similar area. Therefore, this combination creates a "testing substrate" that traps cells at or near a rigidity border. The same pattern of islands grafted on stiff hydrogels creates a "control substrate" of a similar chemical composition without a rigidity transition. In addition to testing the response to a rigidity border, the distance of 6.5 μm between the islands allowed us to ask if and how cells sense substrate rigidity across a distance. We found no difference in the amount of fibronectin or gelatin adsorbing to the surface of SU-8 islands on control or testing substrates (Fig. S1 A  and B) . Moreover, the islands were of a similar height regardless of the composition of the underlying polyacrylamide, suggesting an identical Young's modulus for the cured SU-8 on control and testing substrates (assuming that the photochemical curing reaction of SU-8 was unaffected by the underlying dried layer of polyacrylamide (SI Methods).
NIH 3T3 cells were first allowed to adhere to the composite substrate for 16 h before imaging. Cells on control substrates readily crossed from the large island to occupy some or all adjacent small islands; <1% of cells were confined entirely to the rigid large island after 16 h ( Fig. 1 B and D) . In contrast, 74% of cells plated on testing substrates remained completely confined to the large island ( Fig. 1 C and D) . The response was further examined based on the size of focal adhesions, which is known to be a sensitive indicator of substrate rigidity and cell shape (2, 11) . Focal adhesions, as shown by paxillin immunofluorescence, decreased from an average area of 0.79 μm 2 for cells confined to the large island ( Fig. 1 F and I) , to 0.56 μm 2 for cells that spread across the soft gel to adhere to one or more small islands ( Fig. 1 F and H) . In contrast, cells that spread across the rigid gel of control substrates showed an increase in the size of focal adhesions (1.21 μm 2 , Fig. 1 F and G) , which reflected the dependence of focal adhesion size on cell spreading (23, 24) . These results confirmed that cells were indeed able to sense the difference in rigidity in the present model system, as they do on conventional rigid or soft substrates (11) , and that an increase in the size of focal adhesions took place only when cells adhered and spread across the rigid control substrate. By varying the rigidity of the polyacrylamide layer, we found that the transition took place around 1000 Pa, such that substrates with gels softer than 1000 Pa inhibited cell spreading and focal adhesion growth ( Fig. 1 D and E).
NIH 3T3 Cells Are Able to Detect Substrate Rigidity Outside Their
Border. The above observations raise the possibility that cells were able to detect substrate rigidity outside their border before deciding if they should occupy the area. To understand how cells behave at the micropatterned rigidity border, we performed timelapse recording starting 30 min after plating to determine how cells spread from the large to small islands. The process appeared to involve fine probing structures close to the detection limit of phase contrast optics ( Fig. 2 A and B, yellow arrowheads).
Cells extended these thin probing extensions at a similar rate on both control and testing substrates (Fig. 2D) ; however, a much higher percentage of cells showed subsequent spreading onto small islands on control substrates than on testing substrates (Fig. 2F) . A spreading response involved the adhesion of a probing extension to a small island followed by the formation of lamellipodia to occupy the island area. Once adhered to the first small island on control substrates, most cells continued to spread onto the rest of the islands to occupy the full patterned area ( Fig. 2A , Movie S1, and Fig. S2A ). It took on average 2 h after initial plating for a cell to occupy the first island and by 8 h, the majority of cells had spread over the remaining seven islands (Fig. 2C , black bars).
On testing substrates, NIH 3T3 cells formed thin extensions similar to those seen on control substrates. Minute deflections of the small islands were occasionally visible, indicative of probing Fig. 1 . A micropatterned composite substrate that confines cells to a rigidity border allows highly efficient detection of durotaxis-like behavior. The testing substrate consists of a soft hydrogel (A, red arrow), grafted with one large 45.5 × 19.5 μm rectangular island to create the rigid domain (A, blue arrow), and two rows of four 6.5 × 6.5 μm islands to create the soft domain (A, green arrow). Control substrates are prepared by grafting the same pattern of islands onto a rigid hydrogel. NIH 3T3 cells spread over both large and small islands 16 h after plating on control substrates (B), but remain on the large island (rigid domain) when plated on testing substrates (C). Cell outlines are shown by yellow dashed lines. Bar graph shows almost all of the cells are able to cross the border between large and small islands on control substrates (D, left bar, n = 132), whereas most cells are confined to the large island on testing substrates (D, right bar, n = 233). Hydrogels of higher rigidity cause progressively more cells to spread beyond the large island (C and D, middle bars, n = 208 and 181). After 16 h of plating, cells on control substrates are able to spread over many more small islands (E, left bar) than cells on testing substrates (E, right bar). Immunofluorescence images of paxillin show large focal adhesions on both large and small islands for cells on control substrates (G), but only small focal adhesions in cells that spread onto some small islands on testing substrates (H). Cells confined to the large island also form small focal adhesions (I). forces (Movie S2). However, most of the thin extensions failed to lead to spreading onto adjacent small islands ( Fig. 2 E and F and Movie S3). It took on average 10 h for a fraction of cells on testing substrates to occupy one small island (Fig. 2C , gray bar) and no cell was found to occupy all of the small islands 16 h after plating (Fig. S2A ). These observations suggest that cells use thin extensions to probe substrate rigidity outside their border. The mechanical signal then determines the stability of the extension and the rate and efficiency of subsequent cell spreading. Soft substrates cause a low probability of spreading and a high probability of retraction.
To ensure that the composite materials used in our substrates did not significantly affect cell spreading behavior, NIH 3T3 cells were plated on uniformly rigid polyacrylamide gels coated with adhesion proteins in the same micropattern as for the composite substrate. Cell spreading on these substrates followed a similar time course and reached a similar extent as for cells on control composite substrates (Fig. S3 and Movie S4). Thus, although the 3D topography of the SU-8 islands may affect some properties of the cell, it did not affect the extent or rate of cells spreading, which is the focus of this study.
To determine the role of actin-related protein 2/3 (Arp 2/3)-mediated actin polymerization and lamellipodial protrusion in the response to rigid substrates (25), we treated cells with Arp 2/3 inhibitor, CK666 (26) . CK666 treatment decreased the percentage of successful spreading onto small islands (Fig. 2F and Fig. S2A ) and increased the percentage of failed attempts (Fig.  2E) , but increased the probing rate (Fig. S2B) . Inhibition of the small GTPase Rac1 with inhibitor NSC23766, which also interferes with lamellipodia formation (27) , had a similar effect (Fig.  S2A) . These results indicate that cell spreading across rigid substrates requires Arp 2/3-and Rac1-mediated actin polymerization and lamellipodia protrusion.
Filopodia Are Involved in Probing Substrate Rigidity. The above results suggest that thin extensions close to the detection limit of phase optics were involved in probing substrate rigidity in front of the cell. To capture these structures, cells on testing substrates were fixed and stained with fluorescent phalloidin 7 h after plating, when cells were expected to probe actively across the rigidity border. Thin actin-containing filopodia protrusions were found to connect the cell body with adjacent small islands ( Fig. 3  A and B) . Similar structures were observed in cells that managed to occupy one small island and started to probe additional small island ( Fig. 3 C and D) . Scanning electron microscopy of cells on control substrates also revealed fine protrusions extending from the cell body on the large island to adjacent small islands (Fig. 3  E and F) .
Cdc42 and formins are known to regulate filopodia function (28) (29) (30) . Inhibition of Cdc42 or formins with inhibitor ML-141 or small molecule inhibitor of formin homology 2 domains (SMIFH2), respectively, caused a similar decrease in the rate of probing by thin extensions (Fig. 2D) . Unexpectedly, both agents caused an increase in cell spreading onto small islands on testing substrates, allowing more cells to cross the rigidity border and at a higher rate than the spreading of untreated cells (Fig. S4 A and  B) . These results suggest that probing of filopodia may be involved in generating a retraction signal against cell spreading on soft substrates.
Nascent Protrusions Detect Substrate Rigidity Outside the Cell Border
Based on Substrate Strain. The results above suggest that thin extensions such as filopodia are responsible for probing substrate rigidity, which then activates a retraction response if the substrate is soft. Otherwise spreading represents the default response when the substrate is rigid or when the sensing mechanism is defective. A plausible mechanism may involve the response to substrate movement associated with the strain caused by traction forces.
To test this hypothesis, we identified small islands on a rigid underlying gel that have recently been occupied by a cell extension, and used a microneedle to push the island toward the cell body to simulate the deformation of soft substrates by cellular probing forces (Fig. 4 A and B) . We found that nascent extensions, defined as filopodia or fine protrusions that became detectable in phase contrast optics for less than 10 min, readily retracted after the induced centripetal movement (91% retracted from the island; Fig. 4B and Movie S5). More mature protrusions, which have typically expanded sufficiently to occupy a small island (Fig. 4A, first panel) , showed a reduction in size Fig. 2 . NIH 3T3 cells are able to detect substrate rigidity beyond the cell border. NIH 3T3 cells are observed with time-lapse phase contrast microscopy and outlines are indicated by yellow dashed lines. On control substrates, cells that initially attach to the large island are able to detect small islands across the nonadhesive hydrogel and migrate over all of the islands in less than 10 h (A). On testing substrates, most cells that initially attach to the large island remain confined, although transient protrusions can be seen extending toward small islands (B, yellow arrows). A fraction of cells are able to occupy a small island after an extended period of incubation (B, Lower Right). Numbers at the bottom of each image indicate the lapse time in hours and minutes after initial cell attachment to a large island, which takes place ∼30 min after plating. The average time required to occupy the first small island is much longer on testing substrates (C, gray bar, n = 18; of the 78 cells recorded, only 18 occupied at least one small island) than on control substrates (C, black bar on left, n = 116). It takes on average 8 h for cells on control substrates to occupy all of the small islands (C, black bar on right, n = 49). Cells on testing substrates were never seen to occupy all of the small islands. Cells on both stiff and soft substrates extend protrusions and probe the small islands at the same rate (D, n = 36 and 73). Formin inhibition (SMIFH2) significantly reduces the probing rate, whereas Cdc42 inhibition (ML-141) causes a slight decrease in probing rate (D, n = 66 and 64). Cells on soft substrates extend more failed protrusions before successfully occupying one small island (E, n = 35 and 15). The percentage of successful protrusions is much higher on stiff substrates than soft substrates (F, n = 36 and 68). Arp 2/3 inhibition (CK666) increases the number of failed protrusions and reduces the percentage of successful protrusions on control substrates (E and F, n = 20 and 22). (Scale bars, 10 μm.) Error bars represent SEM ***P < 0.001 **P < 0.01.
but persisted without releasing from the island (87.5% remained associated with the island; Fig. 4A and Movie S6). These results suggest that, whereas both nascent and mature protrusions respond to mechanical input, only nascent protrusions and the associated nascent adhesions are able to retract completely from soft substrates. The sensitivity to rigidity decreases once the lamellipodium has spread over the adhered area.
Myosin II Is Required for both the Probing Forces and the Subsequent
Retraction from Soft Substrates. The previous results suggest that rigidity sensing involves pulling forces of filopodia or other thin extensions to probe the deformability of the substrate. We hypothesized that myosin II is responsible for generating these probing forces, such that cells should become insensitive to substrate rigidity and show the default behavior of spreading upon the inhibition of myosin II. Indeed, cells treated with 10 μM blebbistatin readily crossed the rigidity border on testing substrates ( Fig. 5A and histogram shown in Fig. S5A ) to occupy more small islands than untreated cells (Fig. 5B ). In addition, as reported previously, blebbistatin-treated cells adopted a more irregular shape regardless of the stiffness of the substrate (19) . There was still a small but significant difference in the average number of small islands occupied on testing substrates versus control substrates, similar to the difference in spread area on unpatterned gels (Fig. S5B) . Nevertheless, these observations support the notion that, when a cell becomes unable to probe and deform the substrate, it would interpret all of the substrates as being rigid.
If the sole function of myosin II in rigidity sensing is to provide contractile probing forces for deforming the substrate, then one may expect that artificial deformation of the substrate, as induced by a microneedle, described earlier, should cause cell protrusions to retract regardless of myosin II inhibition. However, neither nascent nor mature protrusions of blebbistatintreated cells retracted upon microneedle-induced centripetal movement of small islands (Fig. 5 C and D and Movies S7 and S8). Some of these cells even spread beneath the microneedle during the pushing action (Fig. 5C , yellow arrow head, and Movie S8). These results may be explained if myosin II activity is required not only for probing but also for the subsequent retraction in response to substrate deformation. In addition, the results are consistent with the notion that spreading represents the default response to substrate adhesion in the absence of substrate deformation and associated reactions.
Discussion
Rigidity sensing has emerged as an important factor in many biological processes. Various hydrogel-based experimental approaches, including spatial borders and temporal modulation of rigidity, have been used to study rigidity sensing (18, (31) (32) (33) . However, many of these systems require lengthy time-lapse recording over a wide area to capture the brief moment when a cell encounters a rigidity border. Whereas some recent studies have developed substrates with micropatterned rigidity (15) (16) (17) 34) , the present composite substrate has several distinct advantages. First, it traps single cells at a simulated rigidity border, which allows prolonged observation of cell behavior. Second, it allows a large number of cells to be studied under the same condition, which provides reproducible results and allows efficient screening of conditions that affect rigidity sensing. Third, the presence of nonadhesive polyacrylamide gels between adhesive islands allows the analysis of cellular responses to substrate rigidity at a distance from the cell border. NIH 3T3 cells exhibited strikingly different behavior on testing substrates (with a soft underlying gel to create a rigidity border) versus control substrates (with a rigid underlying gel to create a nondeformable surface across). On control substrates, cells occupied the majority of small islands within 8 h. In contrast, on testing substrates, 74% of the cells remained completely confined to the rigid domain after 16 h. In the present experiment, this transition in response took place at an underlying hydrogel rigidity of 1000 Pa. However, this value cannot be directly compared with the transition of rigidity response for cells plated on homogeneous substrates, where a filopodium would adhere to and move an area not much larger than its cross-section during probing. In contrast, a filopodium in the present configuration would attach to an Fig. 3 . Actin-containing filopodia extensions bridge the cell body with substrate in front of the leading edge. Filopodia are often difficult to detect with phase contrast microscopy (B, Inset), but become visible, upon staining with fluorescent phalloidin, as thin projections from the cell body (A, Inset). Similar structures are found extending from cells that have already occupied one small island (C and D, Insets). (Scale bar, 10 μm.) Scanning electron microscope images show protrusions that extend from the cell body above the underlying hydrogel to land on an adjacent small island (E ). Enlarged view shows a filopodia protrusion along the top edge of the cell (F ). Fig. 4 . Deformation of the substrate by micromanipulation causes retraction of nascent but not mature protrusions. A microneedle was used to push a small island toward the cell body to simulate substrate deformation as a result of probing by traction forces (red arrows). Mature protrusions that adhere to the small island respond by decreasing their size without fully releasing from the island (A, yellow arrowheads). In contrast, nascent protrusions, which have become visible for less than 10 min, retract beyond detection in response to the same manipulation (B, yellow arrows). island much larger than its cross-section and must move the entire island during probing. Therefore, the equivalent rigidity threshold on homogeneous substrates may be one to two orders of magnitude higher or between 10 and 100 kPa.
Our observations with phalloidin staining and scanning electron microscopy suggested that actin-containing filopodia in front of the leading edge are responsible for rigidity sensing. This is complementary to other studies suggesting that filopodia play a role in probing the extracellular environment during axonal guidance and in the sensing of substrate topography, and that fluctuations in protrusive activities can bias directional cell migration (35) (36) (37) . Time-lapse recordings further indicated a probing process mediated by filopodia followed by the spreading of lamellipodia. Although cells on both soft and rigid substrates exhibited a similar probing rate, there was a dramatic difference in the rate of subsequent spreading across soft or rigid substrates. On the control substrate, it took ∼3 h for cells to spread onto the first island and another 5 h onto the remaining seven islands. In contrast, on testing substrates it took over 10 h for a small fraction of cells to spread across soft hydrogels onto the first island. This difference was due to the differential stability of filopodia extensions following initial adhesion and probing. Extensions onto soft materials tended to release and retract, whereas extensions onto rigid materials were stable to allow continuous spreading. These results also suggest that fibroblasts are able to detect substrate rigidity at a distance in front of their leading edge through nascent adhesions, which have been previously shown to generate strong traction stress likely for the purpose of probing substrates (38) . Supporting this hypothesis, we have observed minute deflections of small islands on soft gels just before extensions became visible in phase contrast optics. This finding is also supported by earlier observations that filopodia were able to exert forces on the surrounding substrate (39, 40) .
One may consider two alternative mechanisms for rigidity sensing-through either the promotion of spreading on rigid substrates, or the promotion of retraction on soft substrates. Inhibition of Cdc42 or formins, two positive filopodia regulators, reduced the appearance of thin probing extensions while promoting cell spreading onto soft substrates. In addition, consistent with the previous suggestion that actomyosin-dependent traction forces are crucial for rigidity sensing (18, 19) , inhibition of myosin II also caused cells to spread onto soft substrates (Fig. 5A) . These results suggest that filopodia and associated traction forces are required for probing substrate rigidity and that spreading is the default response when the substrate fails to deform or when the downstream signal transduction mechanism is defective. One may then expect cell retraction when the substrate was pushed artificially toward the cell body to simulate the effect of traction forces, and that this retraction response be inhibited by blebbistatin. Both predictions were supported by experiments.
Using a similar composite substrate, we previously suggested that rigidity sensing is based on long-range strain of the substrate in response to cellular traction forces (21) . The present results indicate that this range is defined by the length of filopodia extensions, which may be as long as 20-30 μm (28, 41, 42) , rather than the tip-to-tail length of the cell. A related question concerns rigidity sensitivity of mature focal adhesions, which was suggested by the retraction of cell lamellipodia and shrinkage of mature focal adhesions when a spread region was pushed toward the cell body to reduce tension (10) . Based on their localization behind the leading edge, we suspect that mature focal adhesions play a secondary role in guiding cell migration, such as during durotaxis. They may nevertheless facilitate the responses to dynamic changes in substrate rigidity, as demonstrated upon softening of the anterior substrate using a UV-sensitive hydrogel substrate (32) . Fig. 6 depicts a plausible rigidity sensing mechanism, where myosin II-driven pulling forces are exerted at nascent adhesions at the tip of filopodia to induce substrate deformation (Fig. 6) . 6 . Schematic of rigidity sensing in front of the leading edge. Actincontaining filopodia extend in front of the leading edge (A), and establish nascent adhesions at a distance in front of the leading edge (B). Myosin IImediated traction forces drive the filopodia probing process by pulling on the nascent adhesions (C). The resulting strain then determines the cellular response. Resistance from rigid substrates causes nascent adhesions to mature into focal adhesions and protrusions to expand via Arp 2/3-and Rac1-mediated actin polymerization (D). Large strain from soft substrates causes nascent adhesions to disassemble and protrusions to retract via a myosin IIdependent process (E).
Resistance of rigid substrates causes tension to build up at nascent adhesions, which promotes maturation of focal adhesions and allows the default response of active extension/spreading of the cell possibly by maintaining the small GTPase Rac (43, 44) and Arp 2/3 mediated actin polymerization (25, 45) . On soft materials, the strain of the substrate inhibits the buildup of tension at nascent adhesions and keeps them from maturation into focal adhesions, which then promotes the retraction of filopodia through myosin II-dependent contractile forces. In the absence of these mechanically active filopodia, or in the absence of proper downstream responses to substrate deformation, cells exhibit the default response of spreading.
Sensing mediated by filopodia in front of the leading edge provides an efficient mechanism for durotaxis and possibly other responses to physical properties of the substrate, by allowing cells to determine physical characteristics before moving over an area and to avoid the formation of mature focal adhesions on soft substrates to avoid backtracking. Although the present study was conducted with cells in 2D culture, the mechanism may also allow cells to maintain a similar sensitivity in physiologically relevant 3D environments, where they are unable to form broad lamellipodia or large focal adhesions but maintain the ability to form filopodia and other types of extensions.
Methods
Preparation of composite materials was performed as described previously (21, 22) ; complete details of the preparation and characterization of composite substrates are given in SI Methods. All experiments were performed using NIH 3T3 cells; complete details of cell culture conditions, reagents used, and microscopy are given in SI Methods. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ; complete details are given in SI Methods.
